
INTRODUCTION OF SERVER SIDE PROGRAMMING

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to:

 Integrate JavaScript into HTML documents

 Use inline JavaScript within HTML tags

 Create simple functions

 Insert programmer's comments into JavaScript source code

 Hide JavaScript code from incompatible browsers

 Display alternate content in noncompatible browsers

Definition/Overview:

Using JavaScript: Integrate JavaScript into HTML documents: In this topic, you will insert

some basic JavaScript commands into an HTML document and learn how to use JavaScript

functions. You will also include programmers comments in your code, explore browser

incompatibility issues, and discover how to overcome them.

The major sections in this topic are:

 Visual Summary, a very brief introduction to JavaScript.

 Incorporating JavaScript into an HTML Document, which illustrates how JavaScript can be

used to provide client-side scripting. It describes several ways that JavaScript can be used

within an HTML document.

 Using Inline JavaScript, which describes how to integrate a JavaScript command into a single

HTML tag. It introduces events and event handlers, which can be used to cause JavaScript

code to be executed.

 Understanding Functions, which demonstrates how a JavaScript function can be implemented

and used. A function is simply a named section of code. Once defined, a function can be

executed by simply referring to its name.

 Programmer's Comments, which demonstrates how to include programmers comments in

JavaScript code. Comments are used to provide documentation on the purpose of a section of

code or to describe the logic used in a statement.
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 Hiding JavaScript Code from Incompatible Browsers, which describes how JavaScript code

can be hidden from incompatible browsers, which may not support all the capabilities of

JavaScript. It also illustrates how to turn on browsers script error detection, which is a useful

tool when you are developing and debugging a page.

 Case Sensitivity, which describes the implications of a case-sensitive language. JavaScript is

case-sensitive, which creates challenges for creating and using JavaScript code.

Key Points:

1. Imperative and structured

JavaScript supports all the structured programming syntax in C (e.g., if statements, while

loops, switch statements, etc.). One partial exception is scoping: C-style block-level scoping

is not supported. JavaScript 1.7, however, supports block-level scoping with the let keyword.

Like C, JavaScript makes a distinction between expressions and statements.

1.1 Dynamic

As in most scripting languages, types are associated with values, not variables. For

example, a variable x could be bound to a number, then later rebound to a string.

JavaScript supports various ways to test the type of an object, including duck typing.

objects as associative arrays

JavaScript is almost entirely object-based. Objects are associative arrays, augmented

with prototypes (see below). Object property names are associative array keys: obj.x

= 10 and obj["x"] = 10 are equivalent, the dot notation being merely syntactic sugar.

Properties and their values can be added, changed, or deleted at run-time. The

properties of an object can also be enumerated via a for...in loop.

run-time evaluation

JavaScript includes an evalfunction that can execute statements provided as strings at

run-time.

There are several important differences between Java and JavaScript. JavaScript users

dont need to work with a developers kit to compile a JavaScript program. JavaScript
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commands can be inserted directly into an HTML file rather than being placed in a

separate program file JavaScript is not as powerful a computing language as Java, but

it is simpler to use.

Transitional XHTML will be used for the near future to allow older browsers to

display content written in accordance with XHTML standards. For the time being, it

will also allow developers to continue using familiar HTML tags. The tags in HTML

define how elements are displayed when viewed on a Web browser. Developers can

create content dynamically; that is, the content that is displayed on a page can vary

depending on the users response to an input box or choices made on a form field.

The <script> tag is a tag that allows developers to insert code written in JavaScript,

VBScript, or other scripting languages into an HTML page. JavaScript is the most

commonly-used language for scripting on the client(user) side. Scripting on the client

side is what provides the user with the ability to interact with the Web page.

The default language value is JavaScript". If you omit the language attribute, the

browser assumes that the program is written in JavaScript.

JavaScript is better supported by browsers than other scripting languages. However,

when using JavaScript in designing a Web page, you still need to keep in mind some

cross-browser and cross-platform issues. The same Web page may look different in

different browsers or on different platforms and their functionality may also be

different. Always test JavaScript programs on a variety of Web browsers and

platforms (Windows, Unix, Mac, etc.).

In a client-server application, such as the World Wide Web, processing is divided

between servers and clients. Functions that require access to the server, such as

security and database access, utilize server-side scripting.

Client-side scripting solves many of the problems associated with server-side scripts.

Computing is distributed over the Web, so that no one server is overloaded with

programming requests. Scripts can be tested locally without first uploading it to a

Web server. Scripts are likely to be more responsive to the user
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Embedding code: In this method, the <script> command tells the browser to use the

JavaScript interpreter to interpret code until it finds the </script> tag

In this case, the additional information furnished to the alert() method is the text that

will be displayed in the dialog.

An event can be a user action, such as clicking a button or hyperlink, or an event, such

as a page being loaded. All event handlers, methods, and other JavaScript commands

are keywords in the JavaScript language. Generally, Internet Explorer and Netscape

6.0 can apply event handlers to most HTML tags. Versions of Netscape prior to 6.0

apply event handlers to a smaller number of HTML tags.

A function is a series of commands that performs an action or calculates a value. A

function consists of the function name, which identifies it, parameters that are values

used by the function, and a set of commands that are run when the function is used.

Not all functions require parameters. The general syntax of a JavaScript function is:

function function_name(parameters) { JavaScript commands}Placing the JavaScript

code at the top of the HTML document allows developers to reuse code several times

without the need to rewrite it. As shown above, the function is invoked by simply

calling the name of the function. As is often the case, the function is called from an

event handler.

Inline JavaScript can contain multiple code statements, but this can quickly get

cumbersome and difficult to read.

Different programming shops use different standards for codes. Some firms only use

comments to explain very complex code, while others use comments to describe all

revisions made to code over the years. It is also very common for code that is

removed from an application to be commented out, rather than removed. This makes

it easier to revert to earlier versions of code, if that is desired.

Pay attention to the syntax used to create comments. The double slash is used to

comment a single line of comments, while the /* */ pair is used to create multi-line

comments. The JavaScript interpreter will treat all text between the /* and the */ as a
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comment. This is helpful for creating long comments, such as revision information,

and for commenting-out old code.

Browsers that do not support JavaScript may display the program code and/or

comments as part of the Web page body. The nature of a Web browser is to display

HTML code it does not understand. As a result, if the browser does not support

the<noscript> tag, it will interpret the tags, and any code enclosed inside it, as content

and display it in the browser as plain text.

Internet Explorer does not allow you to disable JavaScript for a file stored on the local

system. To set up a lecture example, the file testing the <noscript> tag would need to

be located on a server, and you would need to load the page into the browsers from

that server.

In newer versions of Internet Explorer, choose Tools>Internet Options>Advanced,

and then check the box marked Display a Notification about Every Script Error.

When you combine JavaScript and HTML into a single document, using a case

sensitive language (JavaScript) and a case insensitive language (HTML) on the same

page often causes confusion. It is a good habit to develop and follow standard naming

and capitalization conventions, then use those conventions in all programming

situations. Compliance with XHTML standards requires that all html attributes be

written in lower case. The best time to develop those habits is now, before students

develop bad habits that employers will have to break. Students who can demonstrate

the discipline needed to follow conventions will have an edge when interviewing with

potential employers.

Topic : Introduction To Object-Based Languages

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to:
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 Create objects and classes

 Use basic methods

 Manipulate properties

 Use common properties

 Incorporate events

 Apply correct syntax

Definition/Overview:

Introduction to Object-Based Languages: In this topic, you will learn the basic aspects of

object-based languages (OBL) and how to incorporate many aspects of objects into their

sample code. The major sections in this topic are briefly described below:

 Visual Summary, a very brief introduction to the basic aspects of object-based languages

 Objects and Classes, which introduces the classes and objects, and the relationship existing

between them. It also illustrates the use of some basic JavaScript objects: the Window object,

the Document object, and the Math object.

 Using Basic Methods, which demonstrates how to call methods. It uses the built-in prompt ()

method, and describes how to return information from a method, and how to use methods

within methods.

 Manipulating Properties, which illustrates how to retrieve and change the properties of

JavaScript objects. It uses properties of the JavaScript document object, which will be

covered in detail in topic.

 Incorporating Events, which focuses on the use of an inline JavaScript event? The ability to

integrate JavaScript event handlers with an HTML tag allows Web developers to add

interactivity to their Web sites.

 Understanding Syntax Requirements, which introduces some basic syntax rules for

JavaScript. It describes using semicolons to end statements and where white space can and

cannot be used.
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Key Points:

1. Fundamental concepts

A survey by Deborah J. Armstrong of nearly 40 years of computing literature identified a

number of "quarks", or fundamental concepts, found in the strong majority of definitions of

OOP. They are the following:

1.1 Class

Defines the abstract characteristics of a thing (object), including the thing's

characteristics (its attributes, fields or properties) and the thing's behaviors (the things

it can do, or methods, operations or features). One might say that a class is a blueprint

or factory that describes the nature of something. For example, the class Dog would

consist of traits shared by all dogs, such as breed and fur color (characteristics), and

the ability to bark and sit (behaviors). Classes provide modularity and structure in an

object-oriented computer program. A class should typically be recognizable to a non-

programmer familiar with the problem domain, meaning that the characteristics of the

class should make sense in context. Also, the code for a class should be relatively

self-contained (generally using encapsulation). Collectively, the properties and

methods defined by a class are called members.

1.2 Object

The class of Dog defines all possible dogs by listing the characteristics and behaviors

they can have; the object Lassie is one particular dog, with particular versions of the

characteristics. A Dog has fur; Lassie has brown-and-white fur.

One can have an instance of a class or a particular object. The instance is the actual

object created at runtime. In programmer jargon, the Lassie object is an instance of

the Dog class. The set of values of the attributes of a particular object is called its

state. The object consists of state and the behaviour that's defined in the object's class.

An object's abilities. In language, methods (sometimes referred to as "functions") are

verbs. Lassie, being a Dog, has the ability to bark. So bark() is one of Lassie's

methods. She may have other methods as well, for example sit() or eat() or walk() or
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save_timmy(). Within the program, using a method usually affects only one particular

object; all Dogs can bark, but you need only one particular dog to do the barking.

"The process by which an object sends data to another object or asks the other object

to invoke a method." Also known to some programming languages as interfacing. For

example, the object called Breeder may tell the Lassie object to sit by passing a "sit"

message which invokes Lassie's "sit" method. The syntax varies between languages,

for example: [Lassie sit] in Objective-C. In Java, code-level message passing

corresponds to "method calling". Some dynamic languages use double-dispatch or

multi-dispatch to find and pass messages.

1.3 "Subclasses"

"Subclasses" are more specialized versions of a class, which inherit attributes and

behaviors from their parent classes, and can introduce their own.

For example, the class Dog might have sub-classes called Collie, Chihuahua, and

GoldenRetriever. In this case, Lassie would be an instance of the Collie subclass.

Suppose the Dog class defines a method called bark() and a property called furColor.

Each of its sub-classes (Collie, Chihuahua, and GoldenRetriever) will inherit these

members, meaning that the programmer only needs to write the code for them once.

Each subclass can alter its inherited traits. For example, the Collie class might specify

that the default furColor for a collie is brown-and-white. The Chihuahuasubclass

might specify that the bark() method produces a high pitch by default. Subclasses can

also add new members. The Chihuahuasubclass could add a method called tremble().

So an individual chihuahua instance would use a high-pitched bark() from

theChihuahuasubclass, which in turn inherited the usual bark() from Dog. The

chihuahua object would also have the tremble() method, but Lassie would not,

because she is a Collie, not a Chihuahua. In fact, inheritance is an "a... is a"

relationship between classes, while instantiation is an "is a" relationship between an

object and a class: a Collie is a Dog ("a... is a"), but Lassie is a Collie ("is a"). Thus,

the object named Lassie has the methods from both classes Collie and Dog.
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Multiple inheritance is inheritance from more than one ancestor class, neither of these

ancestors being an ancestor of the other. For example, independent classes could

define Dogs and Cats, and a Chimera object could be created from these two which

inherits all the (multiple) behavior of cats and dogs. This is not always supported, as it

can be hard both to implement and to use well.

Abstraction is simplifying complex reality by modelling classes appropriate to the

problem, and working at the most appropriate level of inheritance for a given aspect

of the problem.

For example, Lassie the Dog may be treated as a Dog much of the time, a Collie when

necessary to access Collie-specific attributes or behaviors, and as an Animal (perhaps

the parent class of Dog) when counting Timmy's pets.

Abstraction is also achieved through Composition. For example, a class Car would be

made up of an Engine, Gearbox, Steering objects, and many more components. To

build the Car class, one does not need to know how the different components work

internally, but only how to interface with them, i.e., send messages to them, receive

messages from them, and perhaps make the different objects composing the class

interact with each other.

Encapsulation conceals the functional details of a class from objects that send

messages to it. For example, the Dog class has a bark() method. The code for the

bark() method defines exactly how a bark happens (e.g., by inhale() and then exhale(),

at a particular pitch and volume). Timmy, Lassie's friend, however, does not need to

know exactly how she barks. Encapsulation is achieved by specifying which classes

may use the members of an object. The result is that each object exposes to any class

a certain interface those members accessible to that class. The reason for

encapsulation is to prevent clients of an interface from depending on those parts of the

implementation that are likely to change in future, thereby allowing those changes to

be made more easily, that is, without changes to clients. For example, an interface can

ensure that puppies can only be added to an object of the class Dog by code in that

class. Members are often specified as public, protected or private, determining

whether they are available to all classes, sub-classes or only the defining class. Some

languages go further: Java uses the default access modifier to restrict access also to
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classes in the same package, C# and VB.NET reserve some members to classes in the

same assembly using keywords internal (C#) or Friend (VB.NET), and Eiffel and

C++ allow one to specify which classes may access any member.

Polymorphism allows the programmer to treat derived class members just like their

parent class' members. More precisely, Polymorphism in object-oriented

programming is the ability of objects belonging to different data types to respond to

method calls of methods of the same name, each one according to an appropriate

type-specific behavior. One method, or an operator such as +, -, or *, can be abstractly

applied in many different situations. If a Dog is commanded to speak(), this may elicit

a bark(). However, if a Pig is commanded to speak(), this may elicit an oink(). They

both inherit speak() from Animal, but their derived class methods override the

methods of the parent class; this is Overriding Polymorphism. Overloading

Polymorphism is the use of one method signature, or one operator such as "+", to

perform several different functions depending on the implementation. The "+"

operator, for example, may be used to perform integer addition, float addition, list

concatenation, or string concatenation. Any two subclasses of Number, such as

Integer and Double, are expected to add together properly in an OOP language. The

language must therefore overload the addition operator, "+", to work this way. This

helps improve code readability. How this is implemented varies from language to

language, but most OOP languages support at least some level of overloading

polymorphism. Many OOP languages also support Parametric Polymorphism, where

code is written without mention of any specific type and thus can be used

transparently with any number of new types. Pointers are an example of a simple

polymorphic routine that can be used with many different types of objects.]

Decoupling allows for the separation of object interactions from classes and

inheritance into distinct layers of abstraction. A common use of decoupling is to

polymorphically decouple the encapsulation, which is the practice of using reusable

code to prevent discrete code modules from interacting with each other.

Not all of the above concepts are to be found in all object-oriented programming

languages, and so object-oriented programming that uses classes is called sometimes

class-based programming. In particular, prototype-based programming does not
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typically use classes. As a result, a significantly different yet analogous terminology is

used to define the concepts of object and instance.

In recent years, object-oriented programming has become especially popular in

scripting programming languages. Python and Ruby are scripting languages built on

OOP principles, while Perl and PHP have been adding object oriented features since

Perl 5 and PHP 3, and ColdFusion since version 6.

The Document Object Model of HTML, XHTML, and XML documents on the

Internet have bindings to the popular JavaScript/ECMAScript language. JavaScript is

perhaps the best known prototype-based programming language which employs

cloning from prototypes rather than inheriting from a class. Another popular scripting

language that exploits this approach is Lua. Earlier versions of ActionScript (a partial

superset of the ECMA-262 R3, otherwise known as ECMAScript) also used a

prototype based object model. Later versions of ActionScriptincorporate a

combination of classification and prototype based object models based largely on the

currently incomplete ECMA-262 R4 specification, which has its roots in an early

JavaScript 2 Proposal. Microsoft's JScript.NET also includes a mash-up of object

models based on the same proposal, and is also a superset of the ECMA-262 R3

specification.

There are a number of programming challenges which a developer encounters

regularly in object-oriented design. There are also widely accepted solutions to these

problems. The best known are the design patterns codified by Gamma et al, but in a

broader sense the term "design patterns" can be used to refer to any general,

repeatable solution to a commonly occurring problem in software design. Some of

these commonly occurring problems have implications and solutions particular to

object-oriented development.

Design Patterns: Elements of Reusable Object-Oriented Software is an influential

book published in 1995 by Erich Gamma, Richard Helm, Ralph Johnson, and John

Vlissides, sometimes casually called the "Gang of Four". Along with exploring the

capabilities and pitfalls of object-oriented programming, it describes 23 common

programming problems and patterns for solving them.
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1.4 Object-orientation and databases

Both object-oriented programming and relational database management systems

(RDBMSs) are extremely common in software today. Since relational databases don't

store objects directly (though some RDBMSs have object-oriented features to

approximate this), there is a general need to bridge the two worlds. There are a

number of widely used solutions to this problem. One of the most common is object-

relational mapping, as found in libraries like Java Data Objects and Ruby on Rails'

ActiveRecord.

There are also object databases which can be used to replace RDBMSs, but these have

not been as commercially successful as RDBMSs.

OOP can be used to translate from real-world phenomena to program elements (and

vice versa). OOP was even invented for the purpose of physical modeling in the

Simula-67 programming language. However, not everyone agrees that direct real-

world mapping is facilitated by OOP, or is even a worthy goal; Bertrand Meyer

argues in Object-Oriented Software Construction that a program is not a model of the

world but a model of some part of the world; "Reality is a cousin twice removed". At

the same time, some principal limitations of OOP had been noted.]

However, Niklaus Wirth said of OOP in his paper "Good Ideas through the Looking

Glass", "This paradigm closely reflects the structure of systems 'in the real world', and

it is therefore well suited to model complex systems with complex behaviours."

o Once you have defined a class, you can create and use objects in many different

programs.

o Think of an object as a noun that you can use in JavaScript. That object has

properties (characteristics), which are similar to adjectives. An object also can

perform certain activities (methods). Methods are similar to verbs.

o Think of a class as a general blueprint and an object as a specific instance of that

class. Spend some time briefly discussing the concept of inheritance.

Understanding that objects inherit the characteristics of the classes from which

they are derived is essential to using objects effectively.
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o Notice how classes move from general classes to specific objects. The objects

inherit the characteristics of the classes on which they are based. For example, a

person has certain properties (sex, height, etc.) and methods (breathe, eat, etc.).

The specific objects will have different values for those properties and different

ways of implementing some of those methods, but they all inherit the properties

and methods of the parent classes. Understanding inheritance is a key to

understanding object-oriented (or object-based) programming.

o The word window in JavaScript always means the current browser window. Web

browser automatically creates the Window object for you. The Window object

contains the Document object. You use the methods and properties of the Window

object to control the Web browser window while you use the methods and

properties of the Document object to control the Web page.

o The document object is one of the most important JavaScript objects because it

represents the Web page displayed in a browser. The document object contains all

of the elements you create on a Web page. You can use JavaScript to reference

any element on a Web page by appending the element's name to the name of any

element in which it is nested, starting with the document object. Specific

properties of an element can then be appended to the element name. The link.href

property contains the full address specified within the href attribute parentheses in

the <a> tag.

o The number 0 means the first link in the HTML page.

o Notice that a space has been placed between the semicolon (:) and the end quote in

the string to improve the code formatting.

o The Math object contains many common utilities to perform calculations. The sqrt

method shown here returns the square root of a given number. The Math object

also contains a random method, which is used to create a random number.

o There is a focus() method, which is used to give focus to a specific element. Very

often, the focus() method is used in conjunction with data validation routines and

events such as clicking a button.
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o To review our language analogy, if an object represents a noun, a method represents

verbs that noun is capable of performing. If the bark() method took a parameter

that instructed the dog how many times to bark, that parameter would be entered

inside the parentheses; i.e., myDog.bark(3) would tell the dog to bark three times.

o The prompt() method is similar to the alert() method, but the prompt() method

allows the user to type in a response to the question being asked

o In this case, answer is simply a variable that is used to address a specific area of

memory. That variable is then referenced in the document.write() statement to

display the users response.

o To go back to our language analogy again, the properties are similar to adjectives

that describe the object.

o Show students that numbers are written in a hexadecimal form. Explain to students

that it is highly recommended to indicate colors using hexadecimal format in order

to avoid some cross-browser and cross-platform issues. Colors defined by name

may look different in different browsers or operating systems. When you use code

to set a property, the property being set appears on the left hand side of the equal

sign, while the value appears on the right hand side.

o we are retrieving, not setting the values of the properties. They appear at the end of

the statement. If we were retrieving the value into memory rather than writing it to

the browser, the value of the property would appear on the right-hand side of the

equal sign.

o You can use the onClickevent with an image object, but you cannot use it with the

Math object, since it has no visual representation.

o Event handlers are usually used as inline JavaScript; they often appear as attributes

of an HTML tag. The fact that the onload event occurs AFTER the page has

finished loading is not insignificant; otherwise, the dialog box would appear

before the line was written to the browser. As programs become more

complicated, knowing when events are fired is very important. Strictly speaking,

inline event handlers are extensions to HTML and are case-insensitive, but in rare
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certain browsers may be case sensitive to an inline event handler. XHTML rules

require inline event handlers to be lower case, so you should encourage students to

develop the habit of writing all inline event handlers in all lower case letters.

o Although not always technically required, inserting semi-colons at the ends of

statements is good programming practice; it prevents errors in some situations. It

is also good to ensure that each statement is written on a different line.

o JavaScript uses pairs of quotes to note the beginning and end of a text string. You

can use either single or double quotes, but you must use them in matching pairs

o JavaScript ignores most white space, unlike other languages. The exception to this

rule is when a user accidentally places a space within a token, which confuses the

JavaScript interpreter.

Topic : Understanding The Javascript Object Model

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to:

 Use dot syntax

 Use the JavaScript Object Model

 Manipulate the document object

 Interact with HTML dynamically

 Incorporate the form object

 Use nontraditional objects

Definition/Overview:

Understanding the JavaScript Object Model: In this topic, you will explore the basic

aspects of the object model, learn about variables, and discover several methods used to

control variables. You will also find out how these important elements are used in the

JavaScript OBL environment
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The major sections in this topic are:

 Visual Summary, a very brief introduction to the concepts of JavaScript Object Model.

 Using Dot Syntax, which explains the dot syntax used in JavaScript and many other modern

programming languages.

 Using the JavaScript Object Model, which describes the organization chart for the language.

It describes the relationships between objects and other objects or between objects and their

associated methods and properties.

 Manipulating the Document Object, which represents the HTML document loaded in the

active window. The ability of JavaScript to manipulate HTML elements by using their DOM

properties is one of its most important capabilities.

 Interacting with HTML dynamically, which takes the previous section a step further? It

explains how to use JavaScript to create and interact with HTML code.

 Using the Form Object, which demonstrates the concepts and features of the form object? It

also describes the differences between client-side and server-side processing.

 Using Nontraditional Objects, which demonstrates the use of constructor methods to create

new objects. It also introduces the built-in Date object, Math object, String object, and

History object. but this section discusses strings as objects, with associated methods and

properties.

Key Points:

1. Object model

Understanding the object model of a particular language allows you to know what an object

is, what it can do, and other characteristics of an object. The object model lists the built-in

methods and properties of each object, as well as sub-objects within that object. For example,

the window object, which represents a browser, has a number of built-in methods and

properties. The document object, which represents the HTML document loaded into the

window object, has its own properties and methods. It is considered a sub-object of the

window model.

User-defined objects are created by programmers to represent the real-world people, places,

things, and events they are trying to incorporate in their programming scenarios. If you were

writing a program for a bank, an account could be built as a user-defined object. That object
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could have built-in methods, such as payInterest(), and properties such as accountType. All

accounts, whether savings accounts, checking accounts, or loan accounts, would have a

payInterest method. Examples of built-in objects include the Date and Math objects, which

allow developers to manipulate dates and perform complex mathematical calculations. Think

of built-in objects as being similar to utility programs that can be used regardless of your

application. Just as printing a word processing document uses the same Print program that

printing a reproduction of the Mona Lisa uses, calculating the square root of a number is the

same regardless of the application you are calling that method from.

 The JavaScript Object Model is a map of how objects are categorized in JavaScript. It starts

with objects at the highest level of the language, and then describes sub-categories of the

objects and their related characteristics. Think of the object model as a chart of the

organizational structure of the JavaScript language. For instance, the window object can

contain subordinate objects, such as the document object. The document object has its own

associated properties, subordinate objects, and events.

 Using the <noscript> tag to display content that appears if the users browser does not support

JavaScript. That is an example of dealing with compatibility issues when creating an

application for use over the Web, where you cannot control the users hardware, operating

system, browser version, etc. Other common compatibility issues include the different

rendering of colors by different operating systems, and the ability of different browsers to

support frames.

 Early programming languages forced programmers to retrieve data from memory and write

back to memory by memory location. Using variables allows programmers to allocate

memory by a name. In untyped languages, such as JavaScript, it is not even necessary to

allocate a specific amount of memory; the program will grab the memory it needs.

 Since individual browsers (such as IE and Navigator) often include JavaScript commands that

arent available to other browsers, slightly different object models are assigned to each of the

Web browsers. However, most of these differences have been eliminated since ECMA began

to standardize the language.

 In many programming and scripting languages, the number is often used to refer to the first

element in an array. In the example shown above, the array contains all the images

(technically, all of the JavaScript image objects) on the page. The statement

window.document.images refers to the first element in the images array contained in the
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document object. You can use JavaScript to retrieve or set the properties of a JavaScript

object by referring to it in code.

 Many languages offer multiple ways to write statements (code). When using dot syntax, you

write the object name first, followed by the name of a sub-object, a property, or a method. In

an object-based language, dot syntax is the standardized method of writing code. Think of

objects, sub-objects (which are, of course, objects), methods, and properties as programming

constructs. Dots are used to separate programming constructs.

 Notice that the path displayed in the alert dialog contains the full path to the picture, while the

src attribute of the HTML tag contains only the relative path.

 When you name an object in JavaScript, you do not need to use the full path to address the

object. This makes the code easier to read. The usefulness of this feature often depends on the

application. For instance, if you want to use the same object repeatedly, it may be easier to

assign an easy-to-remember name. If you always want to use a specific object, such as the

third image, it may be better to address the object generically.

 In this example, you name the window object AdWindow, and set the dimensions to a

smaller size than a standard window. The smaller size allows you to see both windows at the

same time.

 The document object is the strength behind JavaScript because it allows you to combine the

full power of a programming language with the simplicity of HTML. The DOM is important

because it allows you to manipulate the HTML elements on the page.

 By using JavaScript to control the objects on the page, there are a wide variety of methods

available that are not available in HTML. Anchor objects also represent <a> tags in the

HTML document. The anchor object is designed for use when the <a> tag links to another

point or anchor (sometimes referred to as bookmarks) within the HTML page. In reality, the

objects represent the same information and can be used interchangeably.

 The ability to create image objects in JavaScript and assign the source property allows an

image to pre-load into the browsers cache before the image is used. This feature is useful

when you create rollover effects and slide shows

 All of the techniques shown on this slide uses the Document Object model, since it involves

manipulating HTML tags displayed in that document.
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In Section 2 of this course you will cover these topics:
Working With Variables

Using Pop-Up Windows

Working With If Statements

Topic : Working With Variables

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to:

 Declare a variable

 Manipulate a variable numerically

 Use a string variable

 Understand data typing in JavaScript

 Recognize variable name limitations

 Make a Boolean comparison

Definition/Overview:

Working with Variables: In this topic, you will explore how variables are created and how

they can be used to store and manipulate a wide variety of information. During this process,

you will learn about the basic types of data that can be stored within a variable and several

basic methods for manipulating variable values.

The major sections in this topic are described below:

 Visual Summary, a very brief introduction to the basic concepts related with JavaScript

variables.

 Declaring a Variable, which demonstrates several principles of using variables, including

data typing and creating variables

 Writing Assignment Statements, which covers using the assignment operator to declare a

variable and assign a value to it. It also discusses how to assign a value to a variable by using

a JavaScript method.
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 Manipulating a Variable Numerically, which explains how to manipulate numeric variables.

It covers basic mathematical manipulation and incrementing and decrementing variables.

These last two techniques are often used in programming loops.

 Using String Variables, which explores using string variables and string objects. It discusses

concatenation, or combining two or more strings or string variables into a single string.

 Understanding JavaScript Data Typing, which discusses data typing and how mistakes in data

typing can create script errors. It focuses on errors that result when you accept user input

from a JavaScript prompt() method.

 Recognizing Variable Name Limitations, which introduces simple rules concerning variable

names. It covers simple rules, describes reserved words that cannot be used for variable

names, and discusses naming conventions.

 Making a Boolean Comparison, which explains the Boolean data type. It describes Boolean

operators and making Boolean comparisons.

Key Points:

1. Variables

Variables can store numbers or text, a true or false value, or other types of information. They

can be provided by the programmer during design time or can be populated based on user

action. For example, you can store the users response to a dialog box or HTML form in

variables.

It is not necessary to use the var keyword, but it is a good habit to develop. Many

programming languages require that you use a keyword to declare a variable. More

importantly, when you (or someone else) are revising your code in the future, when you see

that keyword, you will know that it is a variable and is being declared. In the example shown

above, you are initializing the variable; that is, you are assigning it an initial variable. While

not required, it is a good practice to give a variable an initial value.

Different programming firms have different standards for naming variables. Some use a

prefix to indicate the type of information the variable holds, while others simply give them

meaningful names., While you can create a perfectly valid variable with the name zxyth, this

is not a good practice, since no one will know what type of information to expect in that

variable.
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Most scripts and variable declarations are placed in the <head> section of the HTML page,

before any code is rendered to the browser. Variables are usually declared at the beginning of

scripts and functions. Following these practices ensures that your variables are declared

before they are used.

Many languages require that you strongly and explicitly type all variables when you declare

them. Typing a variable restricts the type of data that variable can hold and the type of actions

that can be performed on it. For example, if you defined a variable as a string, and passed in a

value of 100, you could not take the square root, add it to another value, or perform other

arithmetic operations. While not requiring variables to be typed offers some important

benefits in the form of flexibility, is does create its own set of problems,.

The browser displays the term NaN. This stands for not a number. The statement in the code

assigns a value of George to the price variable, then attempts to multiply this value to .04.

This is one of the dangers of a language that does not require data typing.

We are accustomed to using the equal sign in arithmetic operations. In that instance, saying A

= B is the same as saying B = A. With an assignment statement, the variable being

manipulated MUST appear before the equal sign, with the value being assigned to it coming

after the equal sign.

The ability to assign values to variables based on a users response is what gives programming

languages much of their power. It adds interactivity to your Web sites by allowing the content

a user sees and the decisions your program makes to be dependent on the users actions.

 One of the primary purposes of a computer program is to adjust to current values when

completing calculations, which makes variables especially useful.

 In this case, JavaScript assumes the first two variables are numeric.

 Incrementing and decrementing variables are commonly-used techniques when programming

loops. While we will not discuss loops in this topic, you should spend the time to become

familiar with these statements now.

 A string is simply another word for text. Names, addresses, product descriptions are common

uses for string variables.

 The output on this page demonstrates a common error when you concatenate strings. It is

easy to forget to include a space between the string variables. You need to include spaces as
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literal. When you want to have a space in a concatenated string, you need to include that

space as a literal, just as if you were typing the string.

 Notice the syntax of the concatenated string. The firstName variable is followed by the

concatenation operator, a space, another concatenation operator, and finally, the lastName

variable. In essence, you are concatenating two string variables and a string literal (an empty

space) into a single string.

 In many other programming languages, a variable can only hold a specific type of data,

which must be declared when you create the variable.

 Understanding data typing is important. When you work with a strictly typed language, you

often have to convert data from one type to another. For example, a users response to a

prompt is generally treated as a string. With a strictly typed language, if the user enters a

number (such as an order quantity) and you want to multiply it by another numeric variable

(such as a price), you will need to convert the response to an integer or other numeric data

type.

 Full-blown programming languages often include strict rules regarding data typing. These

rules make code writing more difficult, but also make data type errors more difficult to

produce. As you can see in this example, we received the result we expected to receive.

JavaScript assumed that both user responses were numbers.

 This code is almost identical to the previous example. The difference is the operator used. In

the last example, we used the multiplication operator (*), while in this example, we use the

addition (+) operator. Recall that the plus sign is also the concatenation operator. When

JavaScript has to decide what type of data a variable holds, it assumes string. As a result,

JavaScript concatenates 12 and 3 and comes up with 123.

 The difficulty with using loosely-typed languages is that the interpreter did not notice any

error, so it did not generate an error message. In this case, the result is displayed in the

browser and is easy to spot, but if the variable were used in another calculation, you could

find very unpredictable and inaccurate results.

 To solve the problem we encountered on the previously, we used the ParseInt() method,

which converted the values in the dialog boxes into integers. JavaScript then knew that the

plus sign was an addition operator, not a concatenation operator.

 JavaScript allows you to assign long variable names, but it is usually best to keep them

relatively short. Older programming environments required short variable names, which

made reading the code difficult, since cryptic acronyms were often used. Variable names are
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often used repeatedly in complex programs, so it is best to choose names that are short

enough to type easily, yet long enough to be descriptive and easily identifiable.

 Using a naming convention allows you to consistently name all of your variables, as well as

remember the names once assigned. In a class, the naming convention you use is not

important as long as you follow it consistently; but most programming shops have defined

naming conventions for variable naming.

 Most software packages contain hundreds (sometimes thousands) of flags. In a Web

environment, we often use Boolean variables to store whether the user has checked a check

box on an HTML form. As an example of a decision statement: the code in a video game may

need to determine whether the user has reached 10,000 points and, if so, allow the user to

progress to the next level. The program bases its decision on the number of points the user

has received.

 Had you assigned the value True rather than true to the answer variable, the interpreter would

have interpreted it as a string variable. In this example, when you simply write the value to

the browser, that does not pose a problem, but if you were using this to set a Boolean flag to

control program operation, your program would not have worked correctly.

 In this case, we are using the = Boolean operator to determine whether the statement 17<3 is

true. We are then assigning the result of that Boolean operation (false) to the answer variable.

Topic : Using Pop-Up Windows

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to:

 Create Pop-up windows

 Control Visual Summary

 Use the Pop-up ads or pop-ups
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Definition/Overview:

Pop-up windows: Is simply browser windows created in JavaScript. Using the open ()

method and turning various features of the browser window on or off, you can create pop-up

windows for virtually any purpose.

The major sections in this topic are:

 Visual Summary is a very brief introduction to the basic characteristics of a pop-up window.

 Creating Window Objects with JavaScript demonstrates how to create a pop-up window with

an external URL using an absolute reference, how to load a local file into the pop-up window

using a relative URL, how to create a pop-up window to display a local file, and how to name

a window object so you can further manipulate the object in JavaScript.

 Controlling Features of the Browser Window demonstrates how to control various attributes

of pop-up windows by manipulating the features parameter of the open() method.

 Using the window.close () Method teaches students how to use JavaScript to close pop-up

windows.

Key Points:

1. Pop-up ads or pop-ups

Pop-up ads or pop-ups are a form of online advertising on the WWW World Wide Web

intended to attract web traffic or capture email addresses. It works when certain web sites

open a new web browser window to display advertisements. The pop-up window

containing an advertisement is usually generated by JavaScript, but can be generated by

other means as well.

A variation on the pop-up window is the pop-under advertisement, which opens a new

browser window hidden under the active window. Pop-unders do not interrupt the user

immediately and are not seen until the covering window is closed, making it more

difficult to determine which web site opened them.

Opera was the first major browser to incorporate tools to block pop-up ads; the Mozilla

browser later improved on this by blocking only pop-ups generated as the page loads. In

the early 2000s, all major web browsers except Internet Explorer allowed the user to
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block unwanted pop-ups almost completely. In 2004, Microsoft released Windows XP

SP2, which added pop-up blocking to Internet Explorer.

Most modern browsers come with pop-up blocking tools; third-party tools tend to include

other features such as ad filtering.

 Certain types of downloaded content, such as images, free music, and others, can cause pop

ups, especially pornographic sites pop ups. Also the pop ups will sometimes look like

ordinary web pages, and the name of the site will show up in a search bar. Many websites use

pop-ups to display information without disrupting the page currently open. For example, if

you were to fill in a form on a web page and needed extra guidance, a pop-up would give you

extra information without causing loss of any information already entered into the form. Most

pop-up blockers will allow this kind of pop-up. However, some will reload the page, causing

loss of any information that had been entered.

 Some web based installers, such as that used by McAfee, use a pop-up to install software.

 On many internet browsers, holding down the ctrl key while clicking a link will allow it to

bypass the popup filter.

 Advertisers continually seek ways to circumvent such restrictions. For example, some pop-up

ads are generated using Adobe Flash. Since pop-up blockers only blocked the JavaScript

method, the Flash method would bypass the pop-up blocker.

 A combination of a banner ad and a popup window is the "hover ad", which uses DHTML to

appear in front of the browser screen. With the use of JavaScript, an advertisement can be

superimposed over a webpage in a transparent layer. This advertisement can appear as almost

anything the author of the advertisement wants. For example, an advertisement can contain a

Adobe Flash animation linking to the advertiser's site. An advertisement can also look like a

regular window. Because the advertisement is a part of the web page, it cannot be blocked

with third-party ad blockers such as Adblock or by using custom style sheets. DHTML ads

can be very CPU intensive, sometimes bogging down older computers to the point of

unusability.

 Pop-under ads are similar to pop-up ads, but the ad window appears hidden behind the main

browser window rather than superimposed in front of it. As pop-up ads became widespread,

many users learned to immediately close the popup ads that appeared over a site without

looking at them. Pop-under ads do not immediately impede a user's ability to view the site

content, and thus usually remain unnoticed until the main browser window is closed, leaving
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the user's attention free for the advertisement. Pop-under ads were first introduced by

ExitExchange corporation in 1999. ExitExchange.com filed for the patent in 2000 on pop-

under advertising. After years of controversy and numerous articles on the pop-under patent

(see references), the patent was awarded by the United States Patent and Trademark Office

(USPTO) in April and June of 2008. The respective patent numbers are 7,386,555 &

7,353,229. This first patent 7,386,555 is related to the method of opening a pop-under ad

from a toolbar or software application on a computing device, and the 7,353,229 patent

covers the method used to open pop-unders from an embedded script found within a media

file (e.g. javascript code found in a web page). Such methods are used by thousands of

advertisers on the Internet. The pop-under ad is the first Interactive Advertising Bureau ad

unit to have received a patented status. Although the pop-under ad is ubiquitous with

annoying methodologies it still is used by major publishers such as CNN.com and Wall Street

Journal.

 A popup generator is a computer application used to design, produce, store, install and

maintain popup advertisements. Popup generators vary from simple ones that generate

blockable old-style annoying popups, to complex and sophisticated applications, used to

develop feature rich popup ads and hover ad windows.

 Users of websites and web applications routinely experience unwanted pop up ads through

the course of their normal interaction with a web browser. Ordinarily users respond by

dismissing the pop-up through the "close" or "cancel" feature of the window hosting the pop-

up. Because this is a typical response, some authors of pop-up advertising depend on this, and

create on-screen buttons or controls that look similar to a "close" or "cancel" option. When

the user chooses one of these "simulated cancel" options, however, the button performs an

unexpected or unauthorized action (such as opening a new pop-up, or running unauthorized

commands on the user's system).

 Because the technologies for web development and design allow an author to draw any kind

of "simulated" cancel option imaginable, some users refuse to click on or interact with any

item inside a pop-up window whatsoever.
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Topic : Working With If Statements

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to:

 The IF statement

 Use if statements

 0 If-Then (-Else)

 React to user choices

Definition/Overview:

The IF statement: is one of the most important coding statements used for decision and

repetition blocks. In this you will explore basic decision statements using IF statements. They

will work with comparison and logical operators, and finally they will learn how to nest

decision statements within one another to provide additional complexity in their code. If

Statements and Mathematical Values introduces students to the syntax of the IF statements

and demonstrates the functionality of the comparison operators in conjunction with the IF

statements.

Comparing String Values demonstrates how the comparison of string values is used in

decision statements.

Working with Logical Operators introduces you to logical operators, as comparison operators

that compare Boolean values, and shows the way these operators are used in decision

statements.

Creating Complex Decision Statements demonstrates how you can create complex decision

statements using nested if statements.
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Key Points:

1.0 If-Then (-Else)

The if-then construct (sometimes called if-then-else) is common across many programming

languages. Although the syntax varies quite a bit from language to language, the basic

structure (in pseudocode form) looks like this:

If (condition) Then

(Statements)

Else

(Statements)

End If

When an interpreter finds an If, it expects a Boolean condition - for example, x > 0, which

means "the variable x contains a number that is greater than zero" - and evaluates that

condition. If the condition is true, the statement block following the Then is executed.

Otherwise, the execution continues in the following block - either in the Else block (which is

usually optional), or if there is no Else block, then after the End If.

After either the block after the Then or the block after the Else has been executed, control

returns to the point after the End If.

In early programming languages - and in particular, in some dialects of BASIC in the 1980s -

an if-then statement could only contain GOTO statements. This led to a hard-to-read style of

programming known as spaghetti programming. As a result, structured programming, which

allowed (virtually) arbitrary statements to be put in statement blocks inside an if statement,

gained in popularity, until it became the norm.

1.1 Else If parts

By using Else If, it is possible to combine several conditions. Only the statements

following the first condition that is found to be true will be executed. All other
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statements will be skipped. The statements of the final Else will be executed if none

of the conditions are true. This example is written in the Ada programming language:

if condition then

-- statements;

elseif condition then

-- more statements;

elseif condition then

-- more statements;

...

else condition then

-- other statements;

end if;

Elseif, in Ada, is simply syntactic sugar for else followed by if. In Ada, the difference

is that only one end if is needed, if one uses elseif instead of else followed by if.

In some other languages, such as C and Java, else if literally just means else followed

by if - so no syntactic sugar is needed or provided. This works since when an else is

followed by one statement (in this case the if), it doesn't need any braces.

In Python, there is a special keyword elif for this because Python uses indent to

indicate structure, so if you only used else and if, then you would need to keep

increasing the indent at every condition. In Perl, there is a special keyword elsif for

this because braces are required for if and else, so if you only used else and if, then

you would need to keep adding braces.
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Many languages support if expressions, which are similar to if statements, but return a

value as a result. Thus, they are true expressions (which evaluate to a value), not

statements (which just perform an action).

In C and C-like languages conditional expressions take the form of a ternary operator

called the conditional expression operator, ?:, which follows this template:

(Condition)? (evaluate if condition was true):(evaluate if condition was false)

This means that conditions can be inlined into expressions, unlike with if statements,

as shown here using C syntax:

//Invalid

my_variable = if(x > 10) { "foo" } else { "bar" };

//Valid

my_variable = (x > 10)?"foo":"bar";

To accomplish the same as the second (correct) line above, using a standard if/else

statement, this would take more than one line of code (under standard layout

conventions):

if (x > 10) {

my_variable = 'foo';

}

else {

my_variable = 'bar';

}

In Visual Basic and some other languages, a function called IIf is provided, which can

be used as a conditional expression. However, it does not behave like a true
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conditional expression, because both the true and false branches are always evaluated;

it is just that the result of one of them is thrown away, while the result of the other is

returned by the IIf function.

In Haskell 98, there is only if expression, no if statement, and the else part is

compulsory, as every expression must have some value. Logic that would be

expressed with conditionals in other languages is usually expressed with pattern

matching in recursive functions.

In Section 3 of this course you will cover these topics:
Understanding Functions

Reacting To Events

Exploring The Document Object

Topic : Understanding Functions

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to:

 Use a simple function

 Pass info JavaScript functions

 Return information from a function

 Use a Java programs

Definition/Overview:

JavaScript functions: This topic covers the very important topics of JavaScript functions

(how to create, place, and call a function, how to pass information to a function and how to

return information from a function). The topic of local and global variables is also covered, as

well as creating and using custom objects and manipulating those properties.
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Key Points:

1. Functional

1.1 first-class functions

Functions are first-class; they are objects themselves. As such, they have properties

and can be passed around and interacted with like any other object.

inner functions and closures

Inner functions (functions defined within other functions) are created each time the

outer function is invoked, and variables of the outer functions for that invocation

continue to exist as long as the inner functions still exist, even after that invocation is

finished (e.g. if the inner function was returned, it still has access to the outer

function's variables) this is the mechanism behind closures within JavaScript.

1.2 Prototype-based

JavaScript uses prototypes instead of classes for defining object properties, including

methods, and inheritance. It is possible to simulate many class-based features with

prototypes in JavaScript.

1.3 functions as object constructors

Functions double as object constructors along with their typical role. Prefixing a

function call with new creates a new object and calls that function with its local this

keyword bound to that object for that invocation. The function's prototype property

determines the new object's prototype.

1.4 functions as methods

Unlike many object-oriented languages, there is no distinction between a function

definition and a method definition. Rather, the distinction occurs during function

calling; a function can be called as a method. When a function is invoked as a method

of an object, the function's local this keyword is bound to that object for that

invocation.
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1.5 run-time environment

JavaScript typically relies on a run-time environment (e.g. in a web browser) to

provide objects and methods by which scripts can interact with "the outside world".

(This is not a language feature per se, but it is common in most JavaScript

implementations.)

1.6 Variadicfunctions

An indefinite number of parameters can be passed to a function. The function can

both access them through formal parameters and the local arguments object.

1.7 array and object literals

Like many scripting languages, arrays and objects (associative arrays in other

languages) can each be created with succinct shortcut syntax. In fact, these literals

form the basis of the JSON data format.

1.8 Regular expressions

JavaScript also supports regular expressions in a manner similar to Perl, which

provide a concise and powerful syntax for text manipulation that is more sophisticated

than the built-in string functions.

o In some programming languages, the main function is where a program starts

execution.

o It is generally the first user-written function run when a program starts (some

system-specific software generally runs before the main function), though

some languages (notably C++ with global objects that have constructors) can

execute user-written functions before main runs. The main function usually

organizes at a high level the functionality of the rest of the program. The main

function typically has access to the command arguments given to the program

at the command line interface.

o Java programs start executing at the main method, which has the following

method heading:
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o public static void main(String[] args)

o public static void main(String... args)

o Command-line arguments are passed in args. As in C and C++, the name "main"

is special. Java's main methods do not return a value directly, but one can be

passed by using the System.exit () function.

o Unlike C, the name of the program is not included in args, because the name of

the program is exactly the name of the class that contains the main method

called, so it is already known.

o In Pascal, the main procedure is the only unnamed procedure in the program.

Because Pascal programs have the procedures and functions in a more

rigorous top-down order than C, C++ or Java programs, the main procedure is

usually the last procedure in the program. Pascal does not have a special

meaning for the name "main" or any similar name.

program Hello;

procedure HelloWorld;

begin

writeln('Hello, world!')

end;

begin

HelloWorld

end.
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Topic : Reacting To Events

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to:

 Use events

 Event-driven programs

 Detect keyboard events

 Utilize two pseudocode versions

Definition/Overview:

In this topic, you will explore how event handlers are used. You will study the most common

event handlers and learn how to integrate them into HTML documents. You will also learn

how to use event handlers in JavaScript without using HTML attributes.

Key Points:

1. Event-driven programming

In computer programming, event-driven programming or event-based programming is a

programming paradigm in which the flow of the program is determined by events i.e., sensor

outputs or user actions (mouse clicks, key presses) or messages from other programs or

threads. Event-driven programming can also be defined as an application architecture

technique in which the application has a main loop which is clearly divided down to two

sections: the first is event selection (or event detection), and the second is event handling. In

embedded systems the same may be achieved using interrupts instead of a constantly running

main loop; in that case the former portion of the architecture resides completely in hardware.

Event-driven programs can be written in any language, although the task is easier in

languages that provide high-level abstractions, such as closures. Some integrated

development environments provide code generation assistants that automate the most

repetitive tasks required for event handling.
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 In computer programming, event-driven programming or event-based programming is a

programming paradigm in which the flow of the program is determined by events i.e., sensor

outputs or user actions (mouse clicks, key presses) or messages from other programs or

threads.

 Event-driven programming can also be defined as an application architecture technique in

which the application has a main loop which is clearly divided down to two sections: the first

is event selection (or event detection), and the second is event handling. In embedded systems

the same may be achieved using interrupts instead of a constantly running main loop; in that

case the former portion of the architecture resides completely in hardware.

 Event-driven programs can be written in any language, although the task is easier in

languages that provide high-level abstractions, such as closures. Some integrated

development environments provide code generation assistants that automate the most

repetitive tasks required for event handling.

 In contrast, in batch programming, the flow is determined by the programmer. Although

batch programming is the style taught in beginning programming classes, the more complex

event-driven programming is the standard architecture of modern interactive programs.

 Here are two pseudocode versions of a trivial program to add two numbers:

1.1 Binding event handlers

The second step is to bind event handlers to events, so that the correct function is

called when the event takes place.

Graphical editors combine the first two steps: double-click on a button, and the editor

creates an (empty) event handler associated with the user clicking the button and

opens a text window so you can edit the event handler.

The third step in developing an event-driven program is to write the main loop: a

function that checks for events, and then calls the matching event handler. Most

event-driven programming environments already provide this main loop, so it need

not be rewritten.
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Topic : Exploring The Document Object

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to:

 Exploring the Document Object

 Use Element root

 Employ outputter.output

Definition/Overview:

Overview: In this topic, students will take a closer look at the Document Object Model

(DOM), describing key objects that exist within it as well as the primary methods and

properties of the document object. Students will be introduced to various new objects

belonging to the document object, such as the anchors object, links object and location object,

and will also interact with various properties and methods belonging to these objects.

Key Points:

1.0 JDOM

JDOM is an open source Java-based document object model for XML that was designed

specifically for the Java platform so that it can take advantage of its language features. JDOM

integrates with Document Object Model (DOM) and Simple API for XML (SAX), supports

XPath and XSLT. It uses external parsers to build documents. JDOM was developed by Jason

Hunter and Brett McLaughlin starting in March 2000. It has been part of the Java Community

Process as JSR 102, though that effort has since been abandoned. The name JDOM is a

pseudo-acronym for Java Document Object Model.

1.1 Examples

Suppose the file "foo.xml" contains this XML document:

<shop name="shop for geeks" location="Tokyo, Japan">
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<computer name="iBook" price="1200$" />

<comic_book name="Dragon Ball vol1" price="9$" />

<geekyness_of_shop price="priceless" />

</shop>

One can parse the XML file into a tree of Java objects with JDOM, like so:

SAXBuilder builder = new SAXBuilder();

Document doc = builder.build(new FileInputStream("foo.xml"));

Element root = doc.getRootElement();

// root.getName() is "shop"

// root.getAttributeValue("name") is "shop for geeks"

// root.getAttributeValue("location") is "Tokyo, Japan"

// root.getChildren() is a java.util.Listobject that contains 3 Element objects.

In case you don't want to create the document object from any file or any input

stream,you can create the document object against the element.

Element root = new Element("shop"); // here <shop></shop> is the root

Document doc = new Document(root);

As a converse, one can construct a tree of elements, then generate a XML file from

it,like:

Element root = new Element("shop");

root.setAttribute("name", "shop for geeks");

root.setAttribute("location", "Tokyo, Japan");
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Element item1 = new Element("computer");

item1.setAttribute("name", "iBook");

item1.setAttribute("price", "1200$");

root.addContent(item1);

// do the similar for other elements

XMLOutputter outputter = new XMLOutputter();

outputter.output(new Document(root), new FileOutputStream ("foo2.xml"));

Pop-up windows: Is simply browser windows created in JavaScript. Using the open ()

method and turning various features of the browser window on or off, you can create pop-up

windows for virtually any purpose.

The major sections in this topic are:

 Visual Summary is a very brief introduction to the basic characteristics of a pop-up window.

 Creating Window Objects with JavaScript demonstrates how to create a pop-up window with

an external URL using an absolute reference, how to load a local file into the pop-up window

using a relative URL, how to create a pop-up window to display a local file, and how to name

a window object so you can further manipulate the object in JavaScript.

 Controlling Features of the Browser Window demonstrates how to control various attributes

of pop-up windows by manipulating the features parameter of the open() method.

 Using the window.close () Method teaches students how to use JavaScript to close pop-up

windows.

Key Points:

1. Pop-up ads or pop-ups

Pop-up ads or pop-ups are a form of online advertising on the WWW World Wide Web

intended to attract web traffic or capture email addresses. It works when certain web sites

open a new web browser window to display advertisements. The pop-up window
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containing an advertisement is usually generated by JavaScript, but can be generated by

other means as well.

A variation on the pop-up window is the pop-under advertisement, which opens a new

browser window hidden under the active window. Pop-unders do not interrupt the user

immediately and are not seen until the covering window is closed, making it more

difficult to determine which web site opened them.

Opera was the first major browser to incorporate tools to block pop-up ads; the Mozilla

browser later improved on this by blocking only pop-ups generated as the page loads. In

the early 2000s, all major web browsers except Internet Explorer allowed the user to

block unwanted pop-ups almost completely. In 2004, Microsoft released Windows XP

SP2, which added pop-up blocking to Internet Explorer.

Most modern browsers come with pop-up blocking tools; third-party tools tend to include

other features such as ad filtering.

 Certain types of downloaded content, such as images, free music, and others, can cause pop

ups, especially pornographic sites pop ups. Also the pop ups will sometimes look like

ordinary web pages, and the name of the site will show up in a search bar. Many websites use

pop-ups to display information without disrupting the page currently open. For example, if

you were to fill in a form on a web page and needed extra guidance, a pop-up would give you

extra information without causing loss of any information already entered into the form. Most

pop-up blockers will allow this kind of pop-up. However, some will reload the page, causing

loss of any information that had been entered.

 Some web based installers, such as that used by McAfee, use a pop-up to install software.

 On many internet browsers, holding down the ctrl key while clicking a link will allow it to

bypass the popup filter.

 Advertisers continually seek ways to circumvent such restrictions. For example, some pop-up

ads are generated using Adobe Flash. Since pop-up blockers only blocked the JavaScript

method, the Flash method would bypass the pop-up blocker.

 A combination of a banner ad and a popup window is the "hover ad", which uses DHTML to

appear in front of the browser screen. With the use of JavaScript, an advertisement can be

superimposed over a webpage in a transparent layer. This advertisement can appear as almost

anything the author of the advertisement wants. For example, an advertisement can contain a
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Adobe Flash animation linking to the advertiser's site. An advertisement can also look like a

regular window. Because the advertisement is a part of the web page, it cannot be blocked

with third-party ad blockers such as Adblock or by using custom style sheets. DHTML ads

can be very CPU intensive, sometimes bogging down older computers to the point of

unusability.

 Pop-under ads are similar to pop-up ads, but the ad window appears hidden behind the main

browser window rather than superimposed in front of it. As pop-up ads became widespread,

many users learned to immediately close the popup ads that appeared over a site without

looking at them. Pop-under ads do not immediately impede a user's ability to view the site

content, and thus usually remain unnoticed until the main browser window is closed, leaving

the user's attention free for the advertisement. Pop-under ads were first introduced by

ExitExchange corporation in 1999. ExitExchange.com filed for the patent in 2000 on pop-

under advertising. After years of controversy and numerous articles on the pop-under patent

(see references), the patent was awarded by the United States Patent and Trademark Office

(USPTO) in April and June of 2008. The respective patent numbers are 7,386,555 &

7,353,229. This first patent 7,386,555 is related to the method of opening a pop-under ad

from a toolbar or software application on a computing device, and the 7,353,229 patent

covers the method used to open pop-unders from an embedded script found within a media

file (e.g. javascript code found in a web page). Such methods are used by thousands of

advertisers on the Internet. The pop-under ad is the first Interactive Advertising Bureau ad

unit to have received a patented status. Although the pop-under ad is ubiquitous with

annoying methodologies it still is used by major publishers such as CNN.com and Wall Street

Journal.

 A popup generator is a computer application used to design, produce, store, install and

maintain popup advertisements. Popup generators vary from simple ones that generate

blockable old-style annoying popups, to complex and sophisticated applications, used to

develop feature rich popup ads and hover ad windows.

 Users of websites and web applications routinely experience unwanted pop up ads through

the course of their normal interaction with a web browser. Ordinarily users respond by

dismissing the pop-up through the "close" or "cancel" feature of the window hosting the pop-

up. Because this is a typical response, some authors of pop-up advertising depend on this, and

create on-screen buttons or controls that look similar to a "close" or "cancel" option. When

the user chooses one of these "simulated cancel" options, however, the button performs an
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unexpected or unauthorized action (such as opening a new pop-up, or running unauthorized

commands on the user's system).

Because the technologies for web development and design allow an author to draw any kind

of "simulated" cancel option imaginable, some users refuse to click on or interact with any

item inside a pop-up window whatsoever.

In Section 4 of this course you will cover these topics:
Exploring The Window Object

Using Dates, Times, And Numbers

Topic : Exploring The Window Object

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to:

 Implement the window object

 Use The Document Object Model (DOM)

 Legacy DOM Control scrolling

Definition/Overview:

Overview: In this topic, you will learn about the window object in greater depth. You will

study additional methods and properties of this object. Among other abilities, the material

presented in this project will allow you to resize windows, move windows, control the

browsers status bar, and manually control scrolling.
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Key Points:

1. The Document Object Model

The Document Object Model (DOM) is a platform- and language-independent standard

object model for representing HTML or XML documents as well as an Application

Programming Interface (API) for querying, traversing and manipulating such documents.

1.1 Legacy DOM

JavaScript was released by Netscape Communications in 1996 as part of Netscape

Navigator 2.0. Netscape's competitor, Microsoft released Internet Explorer 3.0 later

the same year with a port of JavaScript called JScript. JavaScript and JScriptenabled

web developers to create web pages with client-side interactivity. The limited

facilities for detecting user-generated events and modifying the HTML document in

the first generation of these languages eventually became known as "DOM Level 0"

or "Legacy DOM". No independent standard was developed for DOM Level 0, but it

was partly described in the specification of HTML4.

Legacy DOM was limited in the kinds of elements that could be accessed. Form, link

and image elements could be referenced with a hierarchical name that began with the

root document object. A hierarchical name could make use of either the names or the

sequential index of the traversed elements. For example, a form input element could

be accessed as either "document.formName.inputName" or

"document.forms.elements".

The Legacy DOM enabled client-side form validation and the popular "rollover"

effect.

In 1997, Netscape and Microsoft released version 4.0 of Netscape Navigator and

Internet Explorer, adding support for Dynamic HTML (DHTML), functionality

enabling changes to a loaded HTML document. DHTML required extensions to the

rudimentary document object that was available in the Legacy DOM

implementations. Although the Legacy DOM implementations were largely

compatible since JScriptwas based on JavaScript, the DHTML DOM extensions were
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developed in parallel by each browser maker and remained incompatible. These

versions of the DOM became known as the "Intermediate DOM."

The Intermediate DOMs enabled the manipulation of Cascading Style Sheet (CSS)

properties which influence the display of a document. They also provided access to a

new feature called "layers" via the "document.layers" property (Netscape Navigator)

and the "document.all" property (Internet Explorer). Because of the fundamental

incompatibilities in the Intermediate DOMs, cross-browser development required

special handling for each supported browser.

Subsequent versions of Netscape Navigator abandoned support for its Intermediate

DOM. Internet Explorer continues to support its Intermediate DOM for backwards

compatibility.

The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), founded in 1994 to promote open

standards for the World Wide Web, brought Netscape Communications and Microsoft

together with other companies to develop a standard for browser scripting languages,

called "ECMAScript". The first version of the standard was published in 1997.

Subsequent releases of JavaScript and JScriptwould implement the ECMAScript

standard for greater cross-browser compatibility.

After the release of ECMAScript, W3C began work on a standardized DOM. The

initial DOM standard, known as "DOM Level 1," was recommended by W3C in late

1998. About the same time, Internet Explorer 5.0 shipped with limited support for

DOM Level 1. DOM Level 1 provided a complete model for an entire HTML or

XML document, including means to change any portion of the document. Non-

conformant browsers such as Internet Explorer 4.x and Netscape 4.x were still widely

used as late as 2000.

DOM Level 2 was published in late 2000. It introduced the "getElementById"

function as well as an event model and support for XML namespaces and CSS. DOM

Level 3, the current release of the DOM specification, published in April 2004, added

support for XPath and keyboard event handling, as well as an interface for serializing

documents as XML. By 2005, large parts of W3C DOM were well-supported by

common ECMAScript-enabled browsers, including Microsoft Internet Explorer
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version 6 (2001), Gecko-based browsers (like Mozilla, Firefox and Camino),

Konqueror, Opera, and Safari.

Topic : Using Dates, Times, And Numbers

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to:

 Use operators and precedence

 Use Math object methods

 Generate random numbers

 Incorporate math properties

 Get and set time units

 Create timers

Definition/Overview:

Using Dates, Times, and Numbers: The value of a computer is its ability to efficiently store

and retrieve numbers and manipulate it with unparalleled accuracy. Most computer programs

are designed to read, write, and manipulate numeric data and all modern computer languages

have tools designed to perform these operations efficiently. Although date and time

information is normally formatted and presented in formats that we recognize as dates, they

are stored and processed by computer systems as numeric data. This topic introduces many of

the tools used to read, manipulate, and write numeric data.

The major sections in this topic are described below:

 Visual Summary, a very brief introduction to the Math and Date objects.

 Understanding Operators and Precedence, which introduces the basic math operators and

covers the order of precedence in which operators that have different types of operations are

performed.
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 Using Math Object Methods, which discusses several methods of the Math object, including

abs(), which returns the absolute value of a number and pow(), which raises a base number to

the power of an exponent.

 Generating Random Numbers, which demonstrates how to create a random number between

0 and 1. It also covers using the random number generator to generate true or false values.

This is a helpful tool for testing computer programs that use if statements.

 Incorporating Math Properties, which discusses several properties of Math objects. The

properties of Math objects are constants that cannot be changed, such as the Math.PI

property.

 Getting and Setting Time Units, which introduces the Date object. It shows different ways in

which a Date object can be created and discusses several properties which can be used to

separate a date into its component parts.

 Creating Timers, which covers creating timers. This section discusses creating timers that fire

one time and timers that fire at repeated intervals.

Key Points:

Operators and precedence

 Increment and decrement operations are those that increase or decrease a value by a specified

amount. The most common type of these operations is changing the value of a counter within

a programming loop.

 Dont be confused by the fact that the percent sign is the modulus operator, not a formatting

element.

 In this example, a commission is calculated twice, using different orders of precedence.

Learning the order of precedence is critical, but a good rule of thumb is to enclose items in

parentheses if you have any doubt. In addition to ensuring the correct order of precedence,

using parentheses makes it easy to identify the logical order of operations. You can also

perform each calculation separately, storing the result of each in a variable.

 Remember that a single equal sign is used as an assignment operator, not to indicate that two

values are equal. Likewise, the symbol we normally think of as a percent sign is used by

JavaScript as a modulus operator. Modulus operators are often used to find numbers that are

equally divisible. For example, I know that a year is a leap year if the modulus of the year

and 4 is equal to 0.
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 Learning these shortcuts takes a little effort upfront, but they are slightly more efficient,

resulting in tiny improvements in performance. If your application is visited thousands of

times per day, even the tiniest improvements in performance can make a large difference.

 To illustrate the benefit of using built-in methods, ask your students to create a program for

calculating the square root of a number.

 Most browsers will not recognize a math object. The word must be keyed with an upper-case

M.

 The abs() method is useful when a function returns a negative value, but you want to display

a positive number. A common example would be a function that returns a payment amount

on a loan. This function will return a negative number, but you would normally want to

display the amount of the payment as a positive number.

 As with most other methods, the arguments passed into these methods can be created at

design time, but it is more likely that they will be calculated or loaded from a file at runtime.

 This method requires two arguments. The first is the base number, while the second is its

exponent, that is, the power to which it is raised. The order in which the arguments are passed

to the method is very important. The example above calls the method twice, reversing the

order of the arguments. As you can see, the results are quite different.

 Here you can see that 4.47 is rounded to the nearest integer or 4. This function can not be

used to round the number to a specified number of decimal places.

 This example illustrates both the Math.sqrt() and Math.round() methods.

 How many numbers are there between 0 and 1? The answer, of course, is an infinite number.

In order to produce a number within a range, you will need to manipulate it. To use the

example from this slide, if you needed to produce a whole number between 0 and 100, you

could generate a random number and multiply it by 100. That would give you a number

between 0(0 * 100) and 100(1*100). You could then use the Math.round() method to round it

to an integer.

 Programmers of slot machines, encryption devices, and other devices that use random

number generators will argue that, as a deterministic machine, a computer cannot truly

generate a random number. Computer languages use the processor clock on the machine to

generate a random number, which means that while the machine may not be able to truly

generate a random number, it can generate a number that will be so unpredictable as to make

it virtually random.
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 This example illustrates using the Math.random () method to generate a random number

between 0 and 1. Refresh the window several times. You should receive a different number

every time.

 Any time you use a random number generator in an application, make sure to restart the

application several times, making certain the first number generated is truly random.

 In this case, we are using the Math.round() method to round the random number to the

nearest integer, that is to 0 or 1. Recall that 0 can represent false, while 1 can represent true.

A common testing technique with testing programs that use if statements or other conditional

logic structures is to use a random number generator to create true and false conditions for

testing.

 The properties of most JavaScript objects can be determined or updated at runtime, but the

properties of the Math object are read-only. (Imagine the global implications if your program

changed the value of Pi.)

 As with the Math object, these properties are case sensitive. You must enter SQRT2, not

sqrt2. Do not confuse the constant SQRT2 with the sqrt(2) method described earlier.

 Recall that the value returned from a prompt() method returns a string, so you will need to

use the parseInt() method to convert that string to an integer.

 Dates are stored as numeric information. This allows you to specify all or part of a date,

calculate the interval between two dates, or otherwise manipulate the data. JavaScript gives

you very tight control over each element of the date. In human terms, we think of a date as a

single discrete entity, but to a computer, a date consists of a year, a month, a day, the hour,

minute, and second.

 In this case, a date object is created, but no date is supplied, so the object is instantiated with

the system date and time. The system date and time was assigned to the currentTime variable.

 The functions return integers. For example, the getDay() function will return 1, rather than

Monday. The first hour of the day is 0, for midnight.

 Except for getDay(), each of the methods described above has a corresponding set method,

which sets the value rather than retrieving it.

 This example illustrates using the getMonth and setMonth methods together. Three separate

date objects are created. At the outset, the second and third dates are set to be equal to the

original date. The getMonth method then retrieves the date component of the original date.

The setMonthmethods are used to update the second and third dates to one and three months,

respectively, in the future. Notice that JavaScript is intelligent enough to recognize that the

third date falls in the next year. This is very useful if you are using the setMonth function to
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generate a loan repayment schedule or some other application that produces values on a

monthly basis.

 The example also illustrates the toLocaleString() method, which formats the date in a text

string. Notice that no time was furnished to the constructor, so JavaScript assumed midnight

as the time of day.

 Timers are very useful objects. They can be used to force a page to refresh or to redirect the

user to another page, among other things.

 You would use the setTimeout() method to redirect the user to another page. You would use

the setInterval() method to cause a page to refresh itself at a specified interval.

 This example uses the setInterval() method to force the page to refresh itself every 15

seconds. This technique is commonly used on Web sites that need up-to-date information. If

you have ever visited espn.com or cbssportsline.com during football season to check for

scores, you can specify how often the page refreshes. Of course, you can still manually

refresh the page using the Refresh button on your browser.

 The method requires two arguments. First, you need to indicate the command that will be

performed. If you need to perform multiple statements, or if the command is complex, you

can create a function (typically inside the <HEAD> tag), then use that function as the first

argument. The second argument is the number of milliseconds that will elapse between each

execution of the command.

Section 5 of this course you will cover these topics:
Adding Forms And Images

Exploring Dhtml

Topic : Adding Forms And Images

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to:
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 Use form elements and properties

 Validate form elements

 Use image properties

 Preload images

 Create rollover scripts

 Use advanced image scripts

Definition/Overview:

Adding Forms and Images: HTML forms allow a user to enter data onto a form and submit

it to a server for processing. Forms can be used to allow visitors to sign up for an e-mail

newsletter, verify and process credit card data on an e-commerce site, or perform any other

transaction. This topic covers the basics of using HTML forms. The topic also introduces

techniques that can be used to add animation to a Web page.

The major sections in this topic are described below:

 Visual Summary, a very brief introduction to the Document Object Model.

 Using Form Elements and Properties, which describes many properties of the form object and

how they relate to attributes of the <form> tag. It also illustrates using JavaScript to retrieve

the value of the elements on the form.

 Validating Forms, which introduces techniques that can be used to validate data on a form

before it is submitted to a server for processing. It focuses on validating email addresses,

verifying that required fields are filled out, and checking for nonnumeric data in fields that

should only contain numbers.

 Using Image Properties, which describes several properties of image objects and how they

relate to attributes of the <img> tag. It demonstrates using JavaScript to retrieve properties of

an image.

 Preloading Images, which discusses the advantages of loading images into memory when the

page is loaded. It demonstrates a simple technique for changing an image that is displayed in

response to a user event.

 Creating Rollovers, which introduces the concept of rollovers. A rollover is a technique used

to change an image when the user moves the mouse over an HTML tag (usually an image).

This technique provides a degree of interactivity that is not provided by image maps.
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 Using Advanced Image Scripts, which builds upon the concepts of preloading images and

creating rollovers. It demonstrates creating disjointed rollovers and adding links to a page to

create a slideshow.

Key Points:

1. Form or form element

JavaScript allows you to refer to a form or form element by its name and then set properties

or call methods of that form or element. This is similar to giving a control on a Windows

form a name and then using the programming language to manipulate that control.

The code in this example refers to the value in the phone number box both by its position in

the array, by its name, and by its ID. As you can see, all three approaches return the same

result, as evidenced by the output to the browser. It is worth noting that the first statement in

the function refers to the form by name and the form element by its position in the array. Of

course, the form could also be referred to as forms; that is, the first form in the forms array.

This is helpful for complex pages that contain more than one form.

As with most arrays, the array of forms and form elements is 0-based.

The action attribute in a form tag refers to the page or script that is used to process the data on

the form. The method attribute refers to how the data on the form is communicated to the

processing page or script. The two possible values are post and get, with post being the more

common.

Two of the more common technologies used to process data collected on HTML forms are

Active Server Pages and Perl. Both allow applications to connect to all commonly-used

databases. Perl is very often used to send e-mails. The advantage of Active Server Pages is

that they allow you to mix ASP code and HTML code on the same page. In fact, you can mix

those two on the same line.

In JavaScript, validation can be performed on the client side before submitting the form data

to the server. This reduces traffic on the network and relieves some processing burden on the

server. If the Web server is very active or if the application relies heavily on making
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connections to a database, being able to perform this validation on the client is an important

benefit.

 Validation scripts can be called from any element event handler, but are usually done in the

forms onsubmit handler. Remember if you have a button that calls a script that retrieves form

data and goes to another page for processing, that event will not trigger the validation

routines unless you explicitly call them.

 The script above only validates that the user entered an address in a valid format. It does not

verify that it is a working e-mail address. The most common verification is to look for an @

sign and a dot (.) More and more e-mail addresses now include a dot before the @ sign, so

you have to look for a dot after the @ sign.

 As with most validation functions, this function returns false if the e-mail address is not valid

and true if it is. By placing the function inside the onsubmit event handler for the form, the

submission will be cancelled if the user enters an invalid e-mail address.

 The code on this page performs an additional validation. If the user entered a valid e-mail

address, the application triggers the compareEmail() function. The net result is that the

validEmail function will only return true if the e-mail address is valid and if the user entered

the same e-mail address in both fields.

 To check for a blank field, simply test that the field is not an empty string. Again, the

function returns false if the field is blank. Notice that the function also gives focus to the

element. This makes your application more user friendly.

 The way the function is written, the field is passed in (this.phone) to the function. You could

call the same function from every element on the form as it loses focus, using a different

input parameter or write a function that loops through all the text boxes on the form, passing

in each field as the input parameter. This is a good way to write very generic function

handlers.

 In this code, we simply use the isNaN() method, passing in the num variable. This method

will return true if the value of num is not a number (NaN).

 If you have code that retrieves data off a form and uses it in a numeric calculation, it is

important to trap any entries that are not numbers; otherwise, your application will generate

an error.

 You should get into the habit of performing a final validation routine before the form is

submitted for processing. You will reduce the burden on your Web server and your database

server, along with ensuring that invalid data is never processed by the server. Even if you
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have validated each form element as it loses focus, if a form field never receives focus, that

is, if the user never tabs onto that field, that elements onblur or onchange event will never

fire.

 Using the name tag is necessary only if you plan to use JavaScript to change the attributes of

the image. Of course, you can also refer to an image by its position in the images[ ] array.

The height and width attributes should match the size of the image. The size of an image file

can generally be determined by examining its properties.

 The code to preload the scripts is normally placed inside the header section of an HTML

document. Code in this section is performed before the page is loaded.

 The code in this example creates two new image objects. The size of the image is included as

part of the constructor for the image object. Make sure you put the width first, then the

height.

 The buttonOn function is used to set the source of the rollover image to the source of the

onHome image object. Since the image is already loaded into memory, the page does not

have to be reloaded to download the new image. This is important for two reasons. First, it

makes your page function more efficiently. More importantly, if you had to reload a page that

contained form elements, you would lose any data the user had entered on the form.

 By providing two separate images, depending on whether the user has rolled over the button,

you are giving the user a hint that clicking the image will cause something to happen. The

down state is an optional state. It is not used as often, since clicking the button typically loads

another page.

 The event handler that changes the image is typically written inside a hyperlink (<a>) tag.

The <img> tag that will be modified is generally enclosed between the <a> and </a> tags.

 The code shown above creates a function to manipulate the source of an image file. That

function is called from within the <a> tag, within the onmouseout and onmouseover event

handlers. By passing in the name of the image to be modified and the file to be used as the

source of that image to the function, you can use this function for every rollover button on

your page.

 The difference between a rollover and a disjointed rollover is not as difficult to understand as

it might appear at first. With a rollover, when you move the mouse over an image, that image

changes. With a disjointed rollover, when you move the mouse over an image, a third image

changes.

 The difference between a rollover and a disjointed rollover is not as difficult to understand as

it might appear at first. With a rollover, when you move the mouse over an image, that image
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changes. With a disjointed rollover, when you move the mouse over an image, a third image

changes.

 In the code above, four functions are written to change the source of the mainPic image. The

event handlers to call the appropriate function are located within the <a> tag associated with

each image. As the user moves the mouse over a thumbnail, the larger image at the top of the

page changes.

 As with the exercise in the previous selection, we have preloaded the images into memory.

This allows use to use JavaScript to retrieve the value of the src property of each object.

 In this case, the images are loaded into an array. The function that loads the picture into the

picture box on the page adjusts the value of the imageNumber variable and loads the array

element matching imageNumber.

 Since the function adds the value of the direction variable to imageNumber, the event

handlers that trigger that function pass in 1 if the user clicks the next link or 1 if the user

clicks the back link. Notice the javascript qualifier before the name of the function in each

<a> tag.

Topic : Exploring Dhtml

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to:

 Manipulate inline styles

 Interact with style sheets

 Control positioning dynamically

 Create a drop-down menu effect

Definition/Overview:

Exploring DHTML: HTML is fine as a basic layout tool, but for formatting, there are some

severe limitations. Developers have created Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) to provide a more

precise level of formatting control. In this topic, we explore Dynamic HTML (DHTML),
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which allows developers to use JavaScript to control many CSS attributes. The topic assumes

a working knowledge of CSS.

Major sections in this topic include:

 The Visual Summary, which introduces the tools used in this topic.

 Manipulating Inline Styles, which covers using the id attribute of an HTML element and the

JavaScript style object to represent the style attribute of an HTML tag.

 Interacting with Style Sheets, which illustrates the getElementById() method to set or retrieve

properties of the style sheet.

 Control Positioning Dynamically, which demonstrates some of the techniques you can use to

move an image file across the screen. You can also make the image small or larger, to add

animation to the page.

 Creating a Drop-Down Menu Effect, which briefly discusses using DHTML to create, hide,

and display drop-down menus. It uses the concepts of timers and the onmouseover and

onmouseout event handlers discussed earlier in the text.

 Using Font and Text Properties, which demonstrates using JavaScript to control font

characteristics and compares CSS attributes with JavaScript properties.

 Incorporating Background and Display Properties, which illustrates using JavaScript to

control image and background properties and compares CSS attributes with JavaScript

properties. It discusses using the z-index attribute to change the stacking order of multiple

images on the page.

Key Points:

1.0 DHTML as a specific technology

 DHTML is not a specific technology; rather it is a combination of technologies. When we

explored the JavaScript Document Object Model, we discussed how we can use JavaScript to

retrieve and manipulate properties of objects displayed in the browser. DHTML allows us to

apply that same logic to how content appears. We can use CSS to provide much greater

control over formatting than HTML, then use JavaScript to manipulate CSS.

 Until now, we have used either the name or id attributes of a tag. In most cases, the name

attribute is being phased out, with the notable exception of the <form> tag. DHTML requires

us to use the id attributes of a tag.
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 In this example, you have given the element the id of tr1. You then set the properties of the

tr1 style object in the onmouseover and onmouseout event handlers.

 Notice the syntax difference between CSS and JavaScript. You want to modify the

background color property. In CSS, a property with two words is written as one word, with a

hyphen between words, e.g., background-color. In JavaScript, the property is written as one

word. The second word is typically capitalized, e.g. backgroundColor. This type of notation

is called camelback notation.

 The getElementById() method requires the id attribute of the element as an input parameter.

When you use this approach, you can then use the DOM to manipulate that element. You can

also use the style object to manipulate the style properties. This allows you to write generic

functions to manipulate the style, offering much more flexibility than using inline event

handlers as we did in the previous exercise.

 The content HTML element corresponds to the content ID selector created in the style sheet.

Since it exists in the style sheet, the only way you can reference it with JavaScript is to use

the getElementById() method. The color that is passed in to the colorChange function

determines the new background color of the object.

 You could easily make this function very flexible by passing in both the object to be modified

and the color to the function. You can then call it from any event handler and change colors

appropriately.

 This approach to animation is more efficient than loading multiple images. If you have

multiple images, they must all be loaded when the page is loaded.

 To give the effect of smooth movement, move the object a small amount at very short

intervals.

 In this example, you use JavaScript to set the left and top properties of the style object.

Notice that the hooverpic element is passed in to the getElementById method. This

corresponds to the hooverpic class created in the CSS. The object simply moves when you

click it. You could also use a timer to move the object a small amount every few

milliseconds.

 You can use DHTML to create drop-down menus that are similar to the drop-down menus on

desktop applications. You can then use JavaScript to hide or display the menus.

 To be effective, the site should be organized so that all the pages in the site can be accessed

from a relatively small number of top-level menu items. If you use drop-down menus, you

need to have another means to navigate the site, in the event the user has an old browser that

does not support drop-down menus.
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 In this example, the visibility property of the menu is set to hidden.

 In this example, there are functions to hide and display the menu. Since the menu is defined

in the style sheet, you must use the getElementById method to reference the menu. As with

all ID selectors, the id of the HTML element matches the selector defined in the style sheet.

 The onmouseover event handler inside the <p> tag calls the showMenu() function. The

onmouseout event handler creates a timer to keep the menu visible for two seconds after the

user scrolls off the object.

 This slide shows just a few of the common attributes. You can use JavaScript to set the values

of the CSS attributes. You can change an attribute when the user clicks a button, moves over

a link, moves the mouse around the page, etc. In particular, you can use the onmouseover and

onmouseout event handlers to trigger functions that use JavaScript to set the values of the

CSS attributes.

 Notice here that the CSS font-size attribute sets the font size to 10 pixels. The getBigger

function uses the JavaScript FontSize property to make the font bigger. Since the

characteristics of myBody are set on a style sheet, you must use the getElementById()

method to reference an element.

 If you wanted to make this more interactive, you could retrieve the value of the FontSize

property and increment it, rather than set it to a fixed 20 pixels.

 Of course, all these properties can be set in the style sheet. The advantage of using JavaScript

is that the properties can be retrieved and modified as the user interacts with the Web page.

Users expect this type of interactivity.

 Remember the distinction between the visibility and display properties. If the display is set to

none, not only is the object not visible, but the space required by the object is condensed. If

the visibility property is set to hidden, the object is not visible, and there is a blank space

where the object should be.

 In this example, the code is used to force the z-Index of the selected object to 20. Since there

are only three objects on the page, this guarantees that the clicked object will come to the top

of the stack.

 As you can see, the swapDepth function accepts an input parameter. That parameter is passed

in to the getElementbyId function, allowing you to use the function once for all three

pictures. Otherwise, you would have to write three different functions and call a different

function from each images onclick event handler
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